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Cynthia Brian’s Mid-Month
Reminders
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PLANT flowers in drifts of several colors to enable bees and butterflies
to see them better.
CREATE a wide defensible space perimeter around your home to protect
your family from fires.
CONTINUE succession planting of beets, carrots, turnips, radishes, and
other root edibles for uninterrupted harvests all season.
COLD hardy peonies are popping up creating waves of color in the
garden. Peonies make sophisticated floral arrangements.
PULL weeds that are zapping your water, especially teasel rosette. This
roadside weed is a biennial and quite prickly to touch. Nonetheless,
many people use the dried flower heads in arrangements because of
their interesting shape and size (they can grow up to 2 meters tall). This
widely adapted plant is native to Eurasia.
EAT the pea-like flowers of the fava bean plant as well as the leaves.
Fava leaves are nutty tasting while the flowers have a mildly sweet flavor
akin to spring peas.
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Family owned in Moraga since 1987
Your friendly neighborhood
ISA arborists Darren and Lew Edwards

TREE WORK IS NOT FOR AMATEURS

Tree work is dangerous and is among the highest risk professionals in the U.S.
with a fatality rate ranked near commercial fisheries and logging. We as ISA
arborists do not manage danger but we do and can manage risk. A tree crew
under the supervision of a certified ISA arborist minimizing risk every day. So
don’t try to save a buck and put yourself in harm’s way. Have the professionals
at Advance Tree Service do the job right and safely.
So don’t wait until it’s too late, call your local ISA arborist at Advance Tree
Service and Landscaping for all your tree needs.

Advance Tree Service
Your Authority on Trees and Landscape.

925-376-6528
advancetree@sbcglobal.net www.advancetree.com
Follow us on Twitter (advancetree) and like us on Face Book
(ADVANCETREESERVICEANDLANDSCAPINGINC.)

Fava bean blossoms and leaves are edible with a nutty flavor.

